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Read the critically acclaimed #1 New York Times best-seller with an increase of than 1 million
copies on the net. Same Kind of Different as Me was a major motion picture discharge by
Paramount in fall 2017.Gritty with discomfort and betrayal and brutality, this true tale also shines
with an urgent, life-changing love.Same Sort of Different as Me is a tale told in two exclusive
voices –Meet up with Ron Hall, a self-produced millionaire in the world of high priced art deals --
worried about fast cars, beautiful females, and fancy clothing.t no final restin’ in the 1960’Keep
on with this story of friendship in What Difference Do This Make?: Stories of Wish and Healing,
currently available. Denver Moore –Man”And the girl who changed their lives -- Miss Debbie: “ our
way toward house. Same Kind of Different as Me is available in Spanish.s People,”God’ She
helped the homeless and gave of herself to all of “ and acquired a way of understanding how to
listen and helping others chat and become found – until tumor strikes.Meet Denver, elevated
under plantation-style slavery in Louisiana until he escaped the “ place. Non-trusting,
uneducated, and violent, he spent another 18 years on the streets of Dallas and Fort Worthy of.
weaving two very different life encounters into one common trip where both men find out “ Or
will Denver be the one rescuing Ron? – Ron Hall & Therefore in a way, we is definitely all
homeless-simply workin’The skinniest, nosiest, pushiest, woman I ever met, dark or white.”The
story requires a devastating twist when Deborah discovers she has cancer. Will Deborah live or
die? Will Denver figure out how to trust a white man? Can Ron embrace his dying wife's
eyesight to rescue Denver?whether we is rich or poor or something in between this earth ain’
There's discomfort and laughter, doubt and tears, and in the end a triumphal story that readers
will never neglect.s – by hopping a teach.”Bonus material in this special film edition includes:a
fresh epilogue with updates about the authors because the release of the initial publication;the
amazing story behind the movie, how it got made, and the incredible experiences while filming
in Jackson, MS;16 page color photo put in from the movie set. 
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and it overall forces the reader to really consider if they’ve served others with the love of Christ
just as much as they can My emotional trip through the reading of Same Kind of Different as Me
has been a really moving experience. My hubby of 50 years and I have worked extremely hard to
achieve some degree of ease and comfort... If you’re wanting a closer look into the lives of these
who are in poverty, search no further. Debbie and Two Men A life-changing tale. This story goes
on a trip of self contemplation as it makes you think about your own activities in lifestyle and
how you deal with other people. Well created, absorbing. For me personally, it was great to learn
about how this took place only 20 mins from where I live. It was nice to be able to relate to a few
of the scenarios these folks went through based on area and how they went about life.Truly
UNFORGETTABLE. Yes, I know that we all should help those less fortunate than ourselves,
nonetheless it should be done out of like for our fellow human, and we should not end up being
"guilted" into doing this. Her activities were o. I hope that this book rekindles the fire in your
heart for helping others and making a modification. This book perfectly exemplifies how you
hardly ever know someone’s accurate story. How anyone can possibly read this book without a
profound transformation in both mindset and life-style, is usually beyond me.There are many
stories of wives living a deep faith without sharing it with their husbands who are therefore busy
providing for the family and short on timeor possibly not thinking about matters of faith and
volunteerism..He was a Christian too, but his faith was just not as deep while his wife's. It’s an
extremely personal and engaging tale filled with passion, joy, misunderstandings, anger and
peace.It won’t ever be loaned out since it is among my TREASURES. provided that she do her
volunteering 'on their aspect of the tracks'.The spouse of the story is a homeless drifter born in
the deep south and enslaved in the "boss man - share cropper system". Great book This is a true
story I greatly enjoyed it Thought Provoking This book was easy to read, thought provoking and
contained some really funny dialogue. The moral of the story is awesom I actually gave it as
something special to my priest and he LOVED it. The last reserve that affected my "faith" (not
"church-going" faith but personal "faith") this deeply was "The Shack". a bum , an outcast. It
makes this book extremely poignant and deeply personal.. Debbie hears of a Mission for the
homeless within their city and is set to volunteer there. I bought this Kindle reserve after seeing
the trailer because of this movie that's coming out in a few weeks.There is one particular man
that Debbie urges her husband to befriend, and therein lies the story. Good go through. Denver,
the homeless man Ron befriends, will warm your heart. More regularly then not, we tend to
overlook the outcome of our actions, this book addresses how one man’s existence has helped
thousands. At least for the present time. HAVE A BOX OF TISSUES HANDY. Recognize that this
publication is written as if the authors are sitting next for you sharing their very personal story
within their day-to-day conversational manner of speaking - and I am SO glad it really is written
in this manner. The publication is moving, engaging, and it general forces the reader to really
consider if they’ve served others with the love of Christ just as much as they can. I'm
recommending this reserve to everyone! The tale of Ron Hall and Denver Moore takes a new
check out the mind of a homeless guy who’s spiritually filled and a wealthy business owner who
is struggling with spiritual strength through his wife’s illness.. Her hubby Ron agrees to move
with her, but mainly to safeguard her from the unsavory homeless (his attitude), God's children
(her attitude) Debbie hasn't met a stranger, but Ron has met many.. I've go through criticism of
the "punctuation" in Denver Moore's portion of the book.. That's until God and Debbie
intervene.On my Bookshelf, is MY COPY. I highly recommend this book if you want a cause, in
the troubled instances we reside in, to get up and go forward tomorrow morning. I just finished
reading the last page and can need a couple of days to ponder the depth of this lesson (the



countless lessons! In my top 10 FAVORITE Books of all time. This Publication is RAW, HONEST,
LIFE CHANGING.I just give it 5 stars because that’s the limit.There is really NO LIMIT to the
STARS I’d rate this Book. This must-read is definitely a emotional ride through these people’s
lives, and the quantity of love and compassion I built for these people as I go through their life
was a very personal traverse.Don’t let another day pass without reading “Same SORT OF
Different As Me.I've wept my method through this publication, in public and in waiting rooms. I
would definitely read this again in the future... This spouse was different because he went along
reluctantly with his wife.Or get several copies like I did so, because for me, I wanted to talk
about it, but this one’s a KEEPER. I go through this publication in two evenings - I couldn't put it
down.k. Worth reading. I came across it difficult to find yourself in the tale and I considered
placing it back again on the shelf, most likely because I don't usually choose this genre. But
after about 75 webpages, the tale begins to form even more vividly, and I delved directly into
it.”We ordered multiple copies to share with anyone and everyone who loves reading. It is as
touching as it is usually revealing about your personal vulnerabilities and insecurities, regardless
of your faith. An INCREDIBLE TRUE STORY!) before shifting to another story.I tend to give
books aside after reading them, as a way to share the knowledge and support local libraries, but
I'm getting it difficult imagining parting with this one. and lifestyle changingwith not really a dull
moment. Amazing story Very good read. I understood the book was about a homeless man but
it is so much more. AMAZING book I cried while scanning this publication. It's such an excellent
read.Read it and pass it on. Loved it! This book brought out so many emotions. I laughed, I cried!!
Have a package of tissues useful. The basis of the story is so good It’s good I loved the story
series. Orphaned at a age, shifted from in accordance with relative, absolutely no chance for
education, doomed to function for the boss guy for his bare living. We are all entitled to our
opinions of course, but the more I browse the more I "got my back up". This book taught me to
be grateful for what I have and to never think twice about helping others. We elevated three
children, offered their education, and each of us held more than one job at a time to do this. The
publication made me feel that I should experience guilty for having all that I do. Not once was
there a reference to Denver seeking any kind of employment. Indeed, I don't recall that Denver
ever sought to aid himself, and when he received meals he didn't earn, he couldn't also give you
thanks. I enjoyed scanning this book and I know you will too. I did give this book 4 stars
because it was perfectly written and it did give me pause.Until the day he made a decision to
break loose and hitch a ride on the railways, joining the group of drifters from one place to
another, generally hungry, sleeping under bridges, begging on street corners for just anything to
consume or alcohol to drink - always hungry and/or drunk. This book can be being discussed at
our book club meeting together with the movie. Very uplifting. As the pages change and as
tragedy strikes, I shed many tears and vowed to see the homeless in new lighting, they are
individual, God's children, who one day may have got a family, and now just need an impression
from a compassionate center. Wow - I cannot find any other word A little slow to start;
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